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Welcome to the Rainforest! A place full of wonderful sights and 
sounds, different animals everywhere you turn. There’s so much 
for your little one to explore, with all the fun toys in a collection of 
vibrant, tropical hues you’ll both go “wild” for!
www.fi sher-price.com.au

Rainforest Collection

Rainforest™ Open Top Take-Along™ 
Swing

Rainforest™ Bouncer Rainforest™ Jumperoo™

Rainforest™ Melodies & Lights Deluxe Gym™

Rainforest™ Open-Top 
Cradle Swing

Rainforest™ Healthy Care™ 
High Chair

So much for 
little ones 
to explore!
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Want to 
learn more?

Visit www.fi sher-price.com.au 
for hundreds of hints and tips 

to help your child grow at every 
stage of development.

www.fi sher-price.com.au

Provide Fundamental play 
patterns for developing 
bright futures! 

Your newborn baby’s development in this 
stage is quick and she will require lots of love 
and attention from you. 

From the moment of birth your baby will 
communicate with you, initially through eye 
contact. You will notice that your baby is 
especially interested in people, their faces 
and their speech. Position yourself about 
8-10 inches away from your baby’s face, as 
her vision is best focused at this distance and 
she can easily locate a sound in front but not 
behind her. 

Nursery – New
born Toys

H8757 Miracles & Milestones™ 
Peek-a-Boo Piano

Attach the piano to baby’s crib, where high 
contrast black-and-white keys and bold 
graphic patterns are easy for newborns 
to focus on. Slowly fl apping wings, gently 
paced lights, music and sounds offer the right 
amount and type of stimulation. When baby 
begins to kick and play, actions are rewarded 
with birdie playing peek-a-boo fun, music and 
lights. Piano can be used outside the crib too.

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $59.99    
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H8872 Miracles & Milestones™ 
Musical Panda 

This adorable panda offers stimulating 
fun that’s just right for newborns, older 
babies, and on-the-go tots! For crib 
time, bold patterns and colours provide 
just the right visual stimulation, while 
dangling toys, music and lights engage 
baby. The mirror encourages self-
discovery; tug the clacker rings to start 
the music and lights. Attaches to crib 
rail, stroller, and more.

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $29.99    

H9810 Miracles & Milestones™ 
Mix & Match™ Blocks 

Mixable, matchable play blocks are 
just right for newborns, older babies, 
and even toddlers. Soft case attaches 
to baby’s crib; high contrast black-and-
white sides are ideal for stimulating a 
newborn’s vision and hold attention. 
As baby grows, fl ip blocks to colourful 
patterns, changing the stimulation to 
match developing visual skills. Lots 
of friendly surfaces to touch, feel and 
explore, plus a shiny mirror!

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $24.99    

J0352 Miracles & Milestones™ 
Peek & Squeak Bunny™ 

Black-and-white patterns, friendly face, 
and squeaker noise make this toy just 
right for newborns. Once baby can 
reach, fun rewards follow: grasping soft 
handles, exploring textures, pulling the 
carrot for a pop-up surprise! And bunny 
comes right out of the colourful fabric 
box for one-on-one play.

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $19.99    

K5518  Miracle & Milestones™ 
Table Top Playmat 

Here’s a great way to keep baby busy 
at mealtime! Slide apart the activity-
fi lled side panels for a playful mat with 
charming images. Baby can enjoy 
colourful tracking beads, a textured 
roller, a clicking toggle and pop-up 
lid with peek-a-boo mirror. Suction 
cups hold everything securely on the 
tabletop. When it’s time to go, just wipe 
it clean, pull the quick-release tabs, and 
fold it up.

Age Grading: 6 months +

RRP: $29.99    

J0351 Miracles & Milestones™ 
Clutch & Crinkle Ball™ 

This easy-to-grasp ball rewards baby 
with fun crinkle sounds. Black and white 
patterns stimulate early visual skills, while 
bright colours and different textures 
make ball play more fun. And it’s great 
for clutching and exploring—with a 
teethable link for go-anywhere fun!

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $14.99  

K5520 Musical 
Activity Dashboard    

A selection of songs, sounds, lights 
and activities stimulates the senses 
and enhances baby’s development—
even when riding in the car! This 
fun-fi lled dashboard fi ts right on most 
3- and 5-point car seats. There’s a 
handy remote control for the driver, 
or baby can start the fun! Includes 
soft phone with crinkly sound, key 
with link for extra toys, songs, sounds 
and dancing lights.

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $39.99    
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Nursery – New
born Toys
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H9451 Deluxe Gum Soother  

A water-fi lled teether that’s great for 
soothing sore gums—especially when 
you chill it fi rst in the refrigerator. It’s 
easy to grasp and hold, with cute 
characters and colourful shapes for 
baby’s delight!

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $6.99    

G6656 High Chair Suction

Both friends spin when baby bats at 
them. The monkey has a mirror face and 
rattle beads in the belly as well as a lion 
bead that moves back and forth on its 
track. The fi sh has a water fi lled chamber 
with glitter, a baby fi sh and beads that 
fl oat and whirl as baby spins, as well as a 
turtle bead that moves on its track. The 
fi sh has teethable fi ns.

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $9.99    

G6653 Flip Sounds Phone 

Baby pushes any of the buttons and…hello…there’s music 
and sounds! Includes a link to attach phone to car seat, 
stroller or wherever baby spends the day! 

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $7.99    

G6652 Farm Flip Book 

Flip! There’s a cow. Flip! 
There’s a sheep! This 
book is fi lled with fun farm 
animals—a cow, sheep, pig, 
duck, horse and mouse. 
Plus there are different 
textures on each page for 
baby to explore. Link it up 
to your stroller or your car 
seat so you can take the fun 
wherever you go! 

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $9.99    

H9450 Silly Segment 
Caterpillar™  

Sight, sound and touch—baby can 
explore stimulating fun in all three 
ways! Your little one can use the 
mirror for self-exploration, squeak 
the caterpillar’s nose or play with 
the teethers and plush legs for 
extra delight!

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $9.99    
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H9454 Small Link Pack  

When you’re on the run, give 
your baby something fun! 
Teethable, textured links attach 
to stroller, car seat, and other 
Link-a-doos™ toys so you can 
link new ways to play, wherever 
baby spends the day.

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $6.99    

H9456 Shake & Chirp Birdies   

Baby will love to give these birdies a 
shake, for rewarding sights, sounds 
and textures to explore. Teethable 
handle is easy to hold.

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $7.99    

H9457 Shake & Chime Mousey   

A cute little friend has fascinating sights, 
sounds and textures that promote baby’s 
development. Handle is teethable and 
easy to hold.

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $7.99    

H9455 Peek-a-Boo Panda Book   

Join Panda on a day of adventures with 
this soft take-along book! Slide him into 
the scene on four easy-to-turn pages, each 
with fun peek-a-boo play, bright colours, 
and interesting textures. Click-clack rings, 
too! 

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $12.99    

H9452 Busy Bluebird  

Click, clack and crinkle – lots of fun sounds 
and textures for baby to explore. Link it to 
gym, stroller, or just about anywhere! 

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $9.99    

H9453 Twist & Shake Rattle 

Twist and shake this neat little rattle for fun 
clicking sounds, interesting textures and 
fascinating discoveries that will delight baby 
and stimulate development. 

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $7.99    
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K7188 Musical Teether Keys    

Three teethable keys offer music and 
fun sounds to stimulate developing 
skills. Baby can press buttons for 
giggles, beeps, and ding-dong sounds. 
Handy link for take-along fun!

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $12.99    

H9465 Cooling Teether 
Kitty/Puppy   

These water teethers can be chilled to 
help soothe baby’s gums. The funny 
friends with teethable ears are great for 
attaching to stroller, gym, high chair, or 
wherever baby goes! 

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $6.99    

H9458 Musical Zebra™ 

This musical friend has plenty of sights, sounds 
and textures that are great for stimulating 
development. Great for take-along play. It’s 
just right to develop and delight your little 
one. 

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $9.99    

H9463 Crinkle & Clack Butterfl y  

Big crinkly wings, four clacking rings, and 
plenty of stimulating fun! High-contrast 
patterns and bright colours make it easy 
for baby to focus, while intriguing textures 
encourage hands-on exploration. It’s just 
right to develop and delight your little 
one! 

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $6.99    

H9464 3-Way Shakin’ Play  

Sight, sound and touch—baby can 
explore stimulating fun in all three 
ways! Easy-to-grasp handle twists 
and makes fun clicking sounds.

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $7.99    

H9997 Large Link Pack    

Keep baby soothed and 
entertained wherever you 
go with lots of colourful, 
teethable, textured links—plus 
high-contrast black and white 
ones! Link new ways to play, 
wherever baby spends the day.

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $9.99    
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K7191 Sunshine 
Activity Ring™ 

Plenty of stimulating fun with a smiling, 
spinning sun, friendly bee, rattling beads 
and teethable clackers! High-contrast 
patterns, bright colours and intriguing 
textures encourage exploration.

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $8.99    

L0514 Giraffe Rainstick Rattle    

Stimulate baby’s exploration and 
tactile development with this friendly 
giraffe. Her legs, feet and tail are soft, 
with a variety of textures and patterns, 
easy-grasp handle and soft teethable 
surfaces for baby to chew on. Shake her 
up for soothing rain stick sounds.

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $11.99    

L2175 Rainforest™ 
Twist & Spin Suction Toy    

Press it down, and friends spin around! 
A cute monkey, jingly toucan and rattling 
butterfl y with beads on her tummy spin 
‘round and ‘round on the end of a tree 
branch, stimulating baby’s developing 
skills.

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $13.99    

L0513 Monkey Teether    

This cute little monkey is easy for baby 
to grasp and has soft teething surfaces 
to chew on. Brightly coloured fruit pieces 
click and clack with baby’s movements. 
Monkey’s tail serves as a link to attach the 
toy wherever you go! 

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $8.99    

K7189 Fun Sounds Flip Phone   

Stimulate developing skills and encourage 
baby to vocalize with this easy-to-grasp fl ip 
phone. It even has a mirror, fun sounds, and 
a handy link! 

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $9.99    

K7190 Penguin Water Teether  

This water-fi lled teether is great for 
soothing sore gums—especially when 
you chill it fi rst in the refrigerator. It’s easy 
to grasp and hold, with a funny penguin 
friend!

Age Grading: 3 months +

RRP: $5.99   
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L1664 Rainforest™ 1-2-3 Musical Gym     

The soft gym features three distinct modes: In the lay 
under gym mode 2 hanging toys, a butterfl y mobile and 
a musical character with a roller ball, hang above baby.  
In tummy time mode, baby faces the raised panel with a 
mirrored sun, reaches for a roller ball, and grabs the soft 
leaf for a peek-a-boo surprise. In the sit at mode the full 
arch can be moved to hang over the end panel and the 
giraffe can be used as a soft toy for baby to play with

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $89.99    

K4562 Rainforest™ 
Melodies & Lights 
Deluxe Gym™    

The magical world of 
the rainforest comes to 
life with music, lights, 
nature sounds, and lots 
of activities and textures 
to stimulate your growing 
baby! The comfy fl oor 
quilt has a soft silky border 
and colourful arches held 
up by a friendly giraffe. 
Rainforest friends are 
everywhere, with both 
movable and stationary 
toys to encourage 
exploration on the 
overhead gym or as a 
tummy-time playmat. 

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $109.99    

K3458 Miracles & Milestones 
Pop Open Play Gym™   

Provide a comfy, stimulating play area 
wherever you go! The gym pops open 
and lies fl at, with a variety of links that 
let you attach toys up above or down 
below. As your little one grows, move 
toys down t o corners and encourage 
tummy-time fun. Fold it up with 
everything inside—the arch becomes 
an easy-to-carry handle! 

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $99.99    

G9158 Flutterbye Dreams™ 
Lullabye Birdies™ Musical Gym    

When baby moves or bats at the hanging 
toys, lights twinkle, music plays, and the 
birdie fl utters. Or activate effects with the 
push of a button. The soft quilt has toys 

that crinkle and squeak, a mirror for 
tummy-time play, and brightly coloured 
ribbons. Includes 4 detachable 
hanging toys that can attach to the 

quilt for extra play for baby.

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $89.99    

H8102 Miracles & Milestones™ 
Magical Mobile™ Gym    

Baby can lie on the comfy panda mat and 
gaze up at the colourful mobile with its 
large view mirror. Moving toys and tracking 
lights offer just the right amount of early 
stimulation, while a combination of classical 

music and sung lullabies invites baby to 
listen. For tummy-time fun, move the 

cute little bumblebee, butterfl y and 
birdie down where baby can reach 
and grab them, helping even more 
skills develop! 

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $99.99    



K3800 Rainforest™ 
Peek-a-Boo Waterfall Soother    

A glowing waterfall has mesmerizing 
motion to help lull baby to sleep. The 
water cascades gently into a pool where 
there’s a playful, bobbling fi sh—and 
plenty of bubbles! A friendly monkey and 
frog play peek-a-boo in the leaves, ready 
to keep baby company. You can choose 
up to 18 minutes of classical music, 
lullabies, or rainforest sounds, with or 
without softly coloured lights that pulse 
gently on and off.

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $69.99    

K4067 Miracles & Milestones™ 

Select-a-Show Soother™    

Soothe baby with classical music, sweet lullabies, or 
soft nature sounds while offering a scenic light show. 
You can change what’s projected to match your 
baby’s stage of development, sliding a new card in 
as visual skills improve. Rotate it to project images 
onto walls or ceiling. Choose the music length that’s 
most appropriate, you can even take the show on 
the road.  

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $49.99    

H9998 Miracles & Milestones™ 
Mix & Match™ Musical Mobile   

Change this mobile to suit baby’s age and 
mood, any time! Combine lights, motion 
and music, choosing four lullabies or 4 
classical favorites. Project twinkling 
lights onto the ceiling to dance 
around baby’s room. Flip 3 reversible 
discs from black-and-white patterns 
for newborns to bright, colourful 
graphics as baby grows. 
When baby starts to push 
up, remove the mobile 
section, attaching the 
projector to the music 
box so baby can enjoy 
music and soothing 
ceiling projection. 

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $79.99    

L0527 Rainforest 
Dreams Mobile  

The Rainforest Dreams 
Mobile with Remote Control 
bathes the entire nursery in 
a calming environment of 
soft light and sounds. 
The mobile projects moving 
lights throughout the room.  
Select from 6 songs and 
rainforest sounds as the 
three soft Rainforest characters 
rotate above baby. When baby 
is older, you can easily change 
the mobile into a crib 
side soother.

Age Grading: Birth - 5 months 

RRP: $69.99     

K3799 Rainforest™ Peek-a-Boo 
Leaves Musical Mobile™   

Shiny leaves wave gently up and down 
while a dragonfl y plays peek-a-boo! Three 
rainforest friends dance and twirl as the 
mobile spins around. Use the remote 
to start classical music or play soothing 
rainforest sounds. When it’s time to 
remove the mobile from the crib, convert 
it to a music box with a soft, glowing night 
light. Choose from three settings: 1) music 
& motion with lights; 2) music & motion; 3) 
music & night light.  

Age Grading: Birth +

RRP: $89.99    
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B7275 Healthy Care™ 
Booster Seat   

A cleaner tray for 
baby wherever you go! 
The Healthy Care™ Booster 
Seat has a feeding tray you 
can sanitize right in the 
dishwasher. With the snap-
on lid in place, the tray will 
stay clean until you’re ready 
to use it! So you can take 
it wherever you go, it folds 
compactly and always be 
sure that baby’s feeding tray 
is dishwasher clean! 

Age Grading: 6 months +

RRP: $64.99    

J7815 Royal Potty™   

Now your little majesty can 
enjoy a throne of their own! 
Little princes and princesses 
will love training with the 
Fisher-Price® Royal Potty™, 
because the reward system 
is built right in! It plays 
different tunes to reward your 
child for their potty progress. 
The Royal Potty™ can also be 
used on toilet seat complete 
with royal tunes. Bowl 
removes easily for cleanup.

RRP: $49.99     

K6075 Fun to Learn Potty™   

There’s a fun noise when you push 
down the lever. There’s a toilet paper 
roller, even a song about it!

With plenty of songs to learn 
and encouraging phrases and 
sounds to discover, the Fun to Learn 
Potty does make potty training fun! 
Because it looks familiar to a real 
toilet, this potty encourages the 
transition from a potty seat to the 
grown-up toilet. You can even use it 
on a regular toilet seat complete. 

RRP: $69.99    

J7814 Aquarium Bath Center   

Makes bath time more comfortable 
for mum and baby that grow with 
baby from newborn to toddler! 
The unique hammock supports 
and cradles newborns comfortably 
and safely. As baby grows, the 
hammock can be adjusted to 
hang from the narrow end of the 
tub to provide reclining support. 
When toddlers need more room, 
they can sit at the wider end of 
the tub. Soft arm rests provide 
extra comfort for mum or dad. 

RRP: $59.99    
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Nursery – Bouncers & Sw
ings

C1787 Link-a-doos™ 
Infant-to-Toddler Rocker   

First, it’s an infant seat with a three-stage 
developmental system of toys designed to 
bring out baby’s full potential in that fi rst 
year. Then, as your child grows, you can 
use it as a toddler rocking chair. There’s a 
foldout kickstand for feeding or sleeping 
and a two-position recline seat for baby’s 
comfort. You can link up detachable toys 
to different spots, to activate and learn the 
principles of action with a purpose and 
develop baby’s sense of touch. 

Max. weight: 40 lbs (18.1 kg)

RRP: $79.99    

C6391 Link-a-doos™ Bouncer   

The Link-a-doos™ Bouncer seat offer baby 
extra support for the back, sides and head 
and incorporates two handles on the side. 
Three adorable plastic Link-a-doos toys 
will hang from a removable toy bar and 
will be able to be unlinked and re linked 
for baby to interact with. A soft blanket 
will keep baby snuggly warm while they 
fall asleep with calming vibrations. 
The blanket will fold away for storage.

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $69.99    

G4827 Flutterbye Dreams™ 
Flutter & Chime™ Bouncer   

Here’s a bouncer that lets baby actually 
entertain himself! Baby pulls on hanging 
toys to activate a unique spinning 
motion that makes the birdie look like 
it’s fl ying! Baby can also activate one 
of eight songs with nature sounds by 
pulling on the toys! Add chimes and 
bead toys for even more entertainment, 
and calming vibrations for soothing, and 
you’ve got Flutterbye Dreams™! Includes 
removable toy bar for easy access to 
baby. Machine-washable pad. 

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $69.99    

H2134 Fisher-Price® 
Cover ‘n Play™ Bouncer   

Entertains calms and keeps baby tucked 
in! With the Cover ‘n Play ™ Bouncer, 
even the most active babies can’t kick off 
the blanket so they stay comfy and cozy. 
Calming vibrations help keep baby relaxed 
and can be switched on or off. And The Toy 
bar features removable rattles to stimulate 
auditory senses and a brightly coloured 
spinner to encourage visual and tactile 
skills. Removable pad and blanket are 
machine washable and dryer safe.

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $69.99    

J1314 Soothing Motions Glider™    

The Soothing Motions Glider’s offers 
extra support for baby’s back, sides & 
head. Add the infant insert to give baby 
even more plush support! There’s a recline 
position for younger babies and a slightly 
inclined position for older babies. 
As baby glides back & forth with the 
chair’s comforting motion, you can 
choose from soothing or playful music 
and she can gaze at the plush toys 
overhead. Soft pad is machine washable.

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $179.99    

J3982 Baby Papasan™ Infant Seat   

The plush padding of the infant seat 
contours to baby for soft cuddly support of 
the neck, sides & head. Luxurious fabrics in 
rich textures also offer baby tactile variety. 
There’s an adjustable infant head support and 
removable infant body pillow to keep your 
newborn extra comfortable. The removable 
mobile has a mirror that swings away and a 
hanging bunny toy to keep baby entertained. 
And when it’s time to relax, play 8 soothing 
songs and switch on the calming vibrations. 

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $129.99    
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Nursery – Bouncers & Sw
ings

J4204 Bobblin Band Bouncer™    

With a fun-fi lled toy bar that stimulates 
sight, sound and touch, the Bobblin’ Band 
Bouncer enriches baby’s development as it 
entertains. Every time baby moves, the fun 
characters on the toy bar bobble around! 
To add music to the band, baby kicks and 
lights twinkle as one of over 10 different 
songs begins to play, along with 9 whimsical 
sound effects. For soothing, a gentle 
bouncing motion is activated by baby’s own 
movement, and calming vibrations can be 
switched on to soothe baby. 

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $89.99    

J5976 Deluxe Cover ‘n Play™ 
Bouncer    

The Deluxe Cover ‘n Play Bouncer 
keeps baby entertained with a large 
mirror for peek-a-boo and a plush bunny 
and puppy friend. When it’s time to relax, 
just remove the toy bar as baby settles 
into the deep cradle seat with extra 
support for baby’s back, sides & head. 
Tuck your little one in with the attached 
blanket, turn on the calming vibrations 
and it’s off to dreamland! 

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $69.99    

K5502 Newborn-to-
Toddler Portable Rocker    

It starts out as an infant seat or 
rocker with a low-profi le frame, very 
appropriate for newborns. Then, 
as your child grows, you can easily 
convert it to an infant seat to add 
interactive toy play, then make it a 
toddler rocker. It folds easily and 
has a built-in handle, so it can go 
wherever you and baby do! 

Max. weight: 40 lbs (18.1 kg)

RRP: $129.99    

L0543 Big Hugs Bouncer    

The bouncer has a deep sacked out 
seat that cradles baby’s head and neck. 
There are three toys on the removable toy 
bar including 2 soft toys, bears, and a hard 
mirror for baby to gaze at. The removable 
blanket keeps baby cozy and warm while 
the calming vibrations help soothe baby.

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $74.99    

G2609 Baby Papasan™ Cradle Swing     

Nestle baby in a luxuriously comfortable seat 
that offers extra cushy support for her neck, 
sides and head. Then, with the push of a 
button and a turn of the seat, soothe baby 
with a front-to-back swinging motion or 
a side-to-side rocking motion. Six soothing 
swing speeds to choose from! Touch a switch 
and the mobile spins while fl uttering friends 
“dance” overhead to eight different lullabies.

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $249.99    

G8653 Flutterbye Dreams™ 
Swing     

Baby’s gentle swinging motion makes the 
birdie fl utter overhead, accompanied by 
music, sounds and soft lights. Baby can 
activate the lights, sounds and music by 
pulling on one of the hanging toys, or mum 
can activate for 10 minutes of continuous 
play. The toy bar swings up and out of the 
way-until another day! Features a recline 
seat, six swing speeds, 10 children’s songs, 
8 sound effects, frame that folds for storage, 
and machine-washable pad.

RRP: $159.99    
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H0794 Open Top Take-Along 
Swing™     

The Open Top Take-Along Swing™ gives 
you all the features of a full-sized swing. 
But it’s portable and compact, with 
convenient side handles that let you carry 
it from room to room or, just fold up and 
go-to Grandma’s, on vacation, anywhere!  
Features include fi ve soothing speeds to 
give baby a variety of comfort, non-slip 
feet to hold the swing securely and 3-point 
restraint. Plush pad is machine-washable. 

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $119.99    

J7739 Smart Stages™ 
3-in-1 Rocker Swing  

This swing will take baby right into the toddler 
years! Two speeds and fi ve songs soothe 
and entertain, along with a toy bar with two 
removable toys. The seat easily removes so 
you can take baby around the house in the 
infant seat. As baby grows, the swing frame 
folds and stores away so you can use it as a 
toddler rocker! Features easy-release seat 
handles, a kickstand which locks out for 
feeding, machine washable pad and 3-point restraint. 

Max. weight: Swing: Birth – 25 lbs (11.3 kg)
Rocker: Up to 40 lbs (18.1 kg)

RRP: $249.99    

K3796 Power Plus™ Swing    

With the Power Plus™ Swing, you never have 
to worry about batteries because you can just 
plug it in! Baby enjoys six soothing speeds and 
continuous music – a variety of 10 different 
songs – and you can enjoy saving money on 
batteries! (If you happen to want to place 
your swing in an area without an outlet, it 
also can run on batteries.) The seat reclines 
to 3 different positions to keep even the 
youngest babies comfortable. And there’s a 
swing-away mobile for easy access to baby. 
Requires 4 “D” (LR20) alkaline batteries for 
battery option (not included).

Max. weight: Birth – 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $229.99    

K7203 Rainforest™ Open Top 
Take-Along Swing™      

The Deep Cradle Seat and head support 
nestles them in comfort. Baby can enjoy 
7 rainforest songs and 5 different swing 
speeds. Then, just fold up baby’s rainforest 
fun and take it to Grandma’s, or even on 
vacation. Convenient carry handles on each 
side let you carry it from room to room. An 
Open Top design lets you take baby in & 
out easily and a 3-point restraint holds baby 
securely in place. 

Max. weight: Birth – 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $149.99    

L1962 Smart Stages™ 
3-in-1 Rocker Swing   

The Smart Stages™ 3-in-1 Rocker Swing takes 
baby right into the toddler years! The swing 
has two speeds and fi ve songs to soothe 
and entertain, and a removable toy bar. The 
seat easily removes so you can take baby 
around the house in the infant seat. Then as 
baby grows, the swing frame folds and stores 
away so you can use it as a toddler rocker! 
The swing also has a kickstand which locks 
out for feeding in infant seat stage, machine 
washable pad and 3-point restraint.  

Max. weight: Swing: Birth – 25 lbs (11.3 kg)
Rocker: Up to 40 lbs (18.1 kg)

RRP: $249.99    

www.fi sher-price.com.au

C1383 Link-a-doos™ 
Magical Mobile™ Swing      

Swing’s motion makes the bee and butterfl y 
“magically” chase each other around the sun! 
Following that motion encourages baby’s eye-
tracking skills. On either side of the magical 
mobile, there’s room for two Link-a-doos™ 
toys that can also link to the snack tray to offer 
a variety of play! Includes 6 swing speeds, 
3-position recline, 4 Link-a-doos™ links, and a 
removable deep-dish snack tray. 

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $179.99    
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Open Top Take-Along Swing™      

With fi ve soothing speeds and fi ve different 
songs there are so many ways to swing! 
There’s also a variety of play, with Link-a-
doos™ toys (two included)! They link easily 
to the swing-away toy bar or to the sides of 
the swing where baby can reach them! 

Max. weight: 20 lbs (9 kg)

RRP: $129.99    

J1771Take-Along 
Sensory Swing™   

The Miracles & Milestones™ toys on this 
swing are a great way to stimulate baby’s 
developing abilities throughout the 
important early months. The toy bar gives 
baby fun things to look at, with a cute 
black & white panda and a mirror. Seven 
fun songs, sounds and rattles, crinkle and 
clacker toys encourage baby’s auditory 
sense. And of course, fi ve swing speeds 
offer baby variety as well.

Max. weight: Birth – 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $139.99    

K2564 Rainforest™ Bouncer    

All the wonders of the rainforest are 
captured for your little one in this amazing 
bouncer. Baby bats at on the hanging toys 
to activate the light-up waterfall and peek-
a-boo action., accompanied by rainforest 
songs & sounds. Or, Mum can activate for 
continuous play! After a day of rainforest 
adventure, turn on the calming vibrations 
and your little one is ready to relax!

Max. weight: Birth – 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $129.99    

K4072 Playful Puppy™ Bouncer       

This adorable puppy pal is a perfect way to 
entertain baby. When baby bats at the hanging 
toys or Mum or Dad push a button, puppy 
comes to life! His head bobs, tail bounces, and 
all fours move back & forth to baby’s delight. 
What’s more, he makes real puppy sounds and 
4 short tunes for baby to enjoy! Parent activates 
for 10 minutes of continuous play with 6 long 
songs and calming vibrations soothe baby like 
a ride in the car.

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $109.99    

K5501 Itsy Bitsy Bouncer    

The Bouncer’s toy bar features two itsy 
bitsy spider friends who climb up and 
down from a rooftop while fun sounds and 
the nursery rhyme plays. Baby can also 
watch the cat in the window rock back & 
forth as a mouse runs across the scene, 
then pops up the chimney! Features, a 
3-point restraint and removable toy bar. 
Parent mode plays 5 songs, including sung 
version of “Itsy Bitsy Spider”, “Little Miss 
Muffett” plus some original tunes.

Max. weight: Birth – 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $99.99    

K8243 Butterfl y Pink 
Papasan Seat     

The plush padding of infant seat contours 
to your baby girl for soft cuddly support 
of her neck, sides & head. It surrounds her 
in complete comfort, with soft fabrics in 
rich textures that also offer tactile variety. 
Plus, there’s a removable mobile with a 
mirror that can be positioned for baby’s 
viewing and a removable toy that can be 
attached closer to baby’s reach. Easy-
carry handle helps you take baby from 
room to room! 

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $129.99    



K9103 Think Pink™ Bouncer     

From the soft snuggly pink pillow to the petals 
on the fl ower toy, everything about this bouncer 
says “It’s a girl”! As baby settles comfortably 
into the deluxe seat, she’ll enjoy the ladybugs 
with crinkly wings and the hanging fl ower-she 
can pull on it for a sweet little tune! And when 
it’s time for soothing, just remove the toy bar, 
turn on the calming vibrations and let her rest 
her little head on the snuggly soft pillow. 

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $89.99    

L1154 Playful Pets™ Swing    

Baby will love watching these pets play! 
With a “meow” and a “woof”, the kitty 
& puppy roll a ball back & forth. Lights 
blink on and off while sounds and music 
play as the pets do! Baby can activate it 
all by pulling on one of the hanging toys, 
or mum can activate for 8-10 minutes of 
continuous play. When naptime’s begun, 
the toy bar just swings away. Features 
include 6 soothing swing speeds, over 
14 songs & sounds, reclining seat, and 
3-point restraint. 

Max. weight: Birth – 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $229.99    

K6077 Rainforest™ Open-Top 
Cradle Swing  

Baby takes a relaxing swing, side-to-side or 
front-to-back as she watches plush rainforest 
friends in the mobile above play “peek-a-
boo” among the leaves. While baby reclines 
in comfort, one of 12 different songs play, 
along with soothing nature sounds. And 
when baby’s trip to the rainforest is over, 
the mobile swings away...until another day. 
Six soothing swing speeds, two-position 
reclining seat and 3-point restraint. Folds 
easily for storage. 

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $249.99    

J7822 & K3795 Space Saver™ 
High Chair     

If you’re looking for big high chair features in a 
small dining space, this is the high chair for you! 
Simply strap it to just about any kitchen or dining 
chair (it’s very secure) for everything a full-size high 
chair offers-in half the space! Full-size seat with 
machine-washable/wipeable pad, three height 
adjustments, three-position recline where the tray 
stays level. It even converts to a booster! Stores 
easily when not in use. Also available in tan.

Max. weight: 50 lbs (22.7 kg)

RRP: $139.99    

L3890 Fisher-Price® 
Healthy Care™ High Chair    

With Fisher-Price’s Easy Clean Pad & Strap System, 
you just press a lever and pop off the straps to 
remove the pad and clean it! The high chair’s straps 
are machine washable and can be cleaned in the 
dishwasher along with the feeding tray. It’s easy to 
reassemble, too. And with the convenient wipes 
holder, it’s even easy to keep baby clean! The open-
frame design of the high chair makes it easy to keep 
baby close when feeding and make him more a part 
of the family meal. As baby grows, you can adjust the 
height of the high chair’s seat and tray, as well as the 
restraint, to fi t your baby.

Max. weight: 50 lbs (22.7 kg)

RRP: $199.99

L3891 Rainforest™ Healthy Care™ 
High Chair  

When baby’s done eating, just snap off the feeding 
tray and sanitize it right in the dishwasher. Quicker 
cleanup for you, fewer germs for baby. While you’re 
cleaning up, the dishwasher-safe teether toy keeps 
baby entertained. It’s attached--even if baby throws 
the toy, it stays with the tray. 

Other features include easy clean harness straps that 
are dishwasher safe, a wipeable vinyl-coated pad, one 
handed removable food tray, lockable wheels and a 
three-position reclining seat for feeding or napping. 

Max. weight: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

RRP: $199.99    
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J8289 Private Connection™ Monitor  

For parents who want their connection with baby 
to be as private as possible, this monitor offers a 
choice of 10 channels to reduce the likelihood of 
someone picking up your transmission. Plus, 900 
MHz technology offers a more powerful signal, with 
excellent clarity and greater range than most nursery 
monitors. So with sound lights, superior range and 10 
channels, there is a closer, more private connection 
with baby. And with rechargeable batteries, you also 
save money! 

RRP: $99.99    

J8290 Sounds ’n’ Lights Monitor  

For the mum who wants to stay in touch with baby, 
this monitor has sound lights that let you not only 
hear, but actually “see” the different levels of your 
baby’s activity. There are two channels to minimize 
interference and for added convenience, a night light 
built into the transmitter for baby’s room, and a low 
battery indicator Durable, fl exible antennas allow for 
greater range and excellent clarity. And the receiver is 
AC-powered, or battery-powered for portability.

RRP: $59.99    

K0464 Private Connection™ 
Monitor with Dual Receivers  

For parents who want their connection with 
baby to be as private as possible, this monitor 
gives you a choice of 10 channels to reduce 
the likelihood of someone picking up your 
transmission. Plus, 900 MHz technology 
offers a more powerful signal, with 
excellent clarity and greater range 
than most nursery monitors. And 
with rechargeable batteries, you’re 
also saving money! Includes 
dual receivers for added 
convenience. 

RRP: $119.99    

L3889 Ready 2Wear™ Monitor  

For the mum who wants the ultimate mobility with her 
connection to baby, micro-technology allows this monitor’s 
receiver to be the size of a wristwatch. You can actually 
wear it while baby is sleeping, and no matter 
what you’re doing, you’re connected 
to baby with an interference-free 
transmission up to 800 feet. 
At the end of the day, slip 
the monitor into its docking 
station to recharge. As battery 
recharges, also works as a night 
time monitor. Features include 
an out-of-range indicator, sound 
lights to let you see and hear 
baby’s activity, pager button 
to locate receiver and 
multiple strap 
options and 
clip for pants or 
blouse.

RRP: $139.99    
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B9759 Baby Playzone™ 
Take-Along Hop ’n Pop™   

As baby bounces, the corn popper pops, 
lights twinkle and songs begin to play, 
along with whimsical sound effects! The 
more baby bounces, the greater the 
rewards, with more music, lights, and 
popping action! Includes seven toys 
within baby’s reach to stimulate tactile and 
auditory skills. Plus it folds right up so you 
can take it anywhere! 

RRP: $119.99    

J2460 Deluxe Jumperoo™   

Safe jumping fun for baby, no doorway 
necessary. The Deluxe Jumperoo™ lets 
baby jump to her heart’s delight in a sturdy 
freestanding steel frame. Backup support 
inside the spring cases and soft spring 
covers help keep baby safe while jumping. 
And a removable, interactive toy tray 
rewards baby’s jumping with lights and fun 
sounds. Remove the toy tray to reveal a 
snack tray underneath!. The height adjusts 
easily to custom fi t your child.

Max. weight: 25 lbs. (11.3 kg) 
Maximum height: 32” (81 cm) 

RRP: $179.99    

K6070 Rainforest™ Jumperoo™    

A place full of wonderful sights & sounds...
the Rainforest Jumperoo brings it all down 
to size for little explorers! There are toys all 
around and overhead, with a spinning seat 
that helps baby explore them all. Baby spins 
drum to activate lights & music or Mum can 
activate for 4 minutes of continuous play. 
Soft spring covers keep little fi ngers safe 
and 3-position height adjustment ensures a 
custom fi t for your child. 

RRP: $179.99    

Three-wheel Stroller   

The versatile three-wheel stroller 
travel system for the active family! 
Layback Stroller also available. 

Both compatible for use with 
the Newborn Carrier (sold 

separately). 

RRP: $299   
three-wheel stroller  

RRP: $169   
layback stroller  

RRP: $299   
newborn carrier

Premium Newborn-to-
Toddler Car Seat   

Converts from rearward facing for 
newborns, to forward facing for 
toddlers! Suitable for children from 
birth to 18kgs. Sun canopy and 
protective mat included. 

RRP: $369     

Newborn-to-Toddler 
Cot Bed   

A stylish cot which converts to 
a toddler bed. (Mobile sold 
separately). 

RRP: $429.95    



It’s everything
you’re expecting...

and more!

Visit www.fisher-price.com.au
Discovering you’re pregnant brings so much joy…and so many 
questions! We created a new section of our web site to help you 
find the right answers to questions like…

•  What baby gear do you get? Detailed descriptions of features will help 
you decide what Fisher-Price® babygear is right for you.

•  How can you take the best care of yourself and prepare for baby’s 
arrival? Read informative articles and prenatal advice by our panel of 
experts.

•  What can you expect now, and what’s ahead? Sign up for our free 
e-newsletter, pregnancy Playtimes™, and get bi-weekly updates for each 
stage of your pregnancy.

•  What will your baby look like? Should you believe that old wives’ tale? 
We’ve combined a mix of fascinating info with fun activities just for 
parents-to-be! 
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